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Abstrac t-Today social networks and microblogging services

attract much attention and their importance and pervasion is
constantly increasing. T his trend is fostered by the increasing
prevalence of mobile internet devices, which enable users to be
online every time and everywhere. A popular kind of applications
provided via social network platforms are games. While existing

social network games basically realize common online game prin
ciples where each user controls a single game entity and acts on
its own behalf, this paper presents a framework for the creation
of a novel kind of social online games. T he idea is to enable games
where users do not act as individual game entities, instead groups
of users control one game entity whose behavior emerges from
the collective behavior of all group members. T he framework is
based on the microblogging service Twitter and users interact with

the game via Twitter messages. These collaborative social online
games are not just an innovative social network application, the
intention of our framework is rather to provide a useful and
powerful tool to complex social network researchers to study
emergent and collective user behavior on a large scale utilizing
the huge user base of a social network service like Twitter. In
addition to presenting the idea of collaborative social online
games along with the so-called TweetGame framework, this paper

presents a sample application that has already been realized on

top of this framework as proof of concept.

Index Terms-Social Networks, Collaborative Games, Twitter,

Collaboration, Emergence, Collective Behavior, Social Dynamics

I. IN T RODUC TION
The increasing prevalence of social network services like
Facebookl, Twitter2 or Linkedln 3 has changed and accelerated
every day live and social interactions. On the other hand social
aspects yield the demand of novel network infrastructures
which consider emerging phenomena and the high dynamics
in social networks. By this means, technical and social systems
exert mutual influence and the field of socio-aware technical
network systems establishes a new interdisciplinary field of
I www.facebook.com
2www.twitter.com
3www.linkedin.com

research incorporating computer science, complex network
science as well as social sciences.
From the computer science perspective, one of the key
challenges in this field is to answer the question, how emergent
behavior of socially interconnected groups can be analyzed
and modeled in order to dynamically adapt technical network
systems to social dynamics [1] and emergent phenomenas
like internet memes or slashdot effects. For this purpose it
is important to acquire a deep knowledge about the collective
user behavior in social networks. This includes studying and
modeling of dynamic process in social networks like agree
ment processes [15], collective behavior [8] [16], influence
propagation [12], consensus dynamics [19] [18], collective
motion [22] [23], opinion dynamics [11] [lO], social dynamics
[5], emergent phenomenas [6] etc. The Twitter-based gaming
framework presented in this paper enables complex social
network researchers to study and analyze these aspects of
social networks. The framework introduces the concept of
collaborative social online games, a novel and innovative kind
of social network application. The basic idea is to create
games where users do not act as individual game entities as
in traditional online games. Instead groups of users act as one
game entity and the behavior of this entity is emerging from
the collective behavior of the group members. The TweetGame
framework presented in this paper provides a platform for
the implementation of this kind of online games based on
the microblogging service Twitter, which means that users
participate in these games by sending twitter messages to
the game. The framework offers extensive support for the
implementation of TweetGames in terms of providing an
application server, handling Twitter messages, managing user
groups and so on.
A simple example for such a TweetGame is the Gorillas
game presented as proof of concept in this paper. This game
features two competing teams each represented by a gorilla.
The goal for both teams is to hit the other gorilla with a banana
that is thrown at the opponent. For this purpose the game
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defines two input parameters: the angle and the power of a
throw. All users are able to send Twitter messages with their
guess for the input parameters. The actual parameters for a
throw are then given by the mean values of all group members.
While this scheme is a quite simple example for the mapping
of individual input onto group behavior more sophisticated
schemes are realizable as well.
This kind of collaborative social online games enables
various experiments and empirical studies in the field of social
dynamics as well as complex social networks. It is for example
intended to utilize the Gorillas game for studies on the wisdom
of crowd effect [7], [14], [21]. In this regard the huge user
base of social networks and the popularity of online games
provides the opportunity to conduct studies on a large scale
and to aggregate large data sets about collective user behavior,
agreement process, opinion spreading etc. Social science can
profit from our framework by the opportunity of analyzing
social process on a larger scale than this is often possible in
traditional empirical studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After
introducing the concept of collaborative online gaming in
Section II, Section III describes the TweetGame framework
in detail. Subsequently Section IV presents the Gorillas game
that has been implemented as prove of concept on top of
the TweetGame framework. Section V discusses the scientific
applicability of our approach and presents usage scenarios.
Related work is presented in Section VI. The paper concludes
with a discussion of our main contributions, open issues and
future work in section VII.
II. COLLABORATIVE SOCIAL ONLINE GAMING
The basic idea behind collaborative social online gaming is
to provide games where users act collaboratively in groups in
order to reach certain common goals. The main difference
to existing online games is the fact that users do not act
as individual game entities, rather groups of users form one
game entity which is controlled by the emergent behavior
of all group members. By this means, no user is able to
perform game actions solely by individual activities. Instead
the collective behavior of a group is considered.
Figure 1 depicts the basic principle and the general control
flow of games based on the TweetGame framework. All games
are round-based and users interact with the games by sending
Twitter messages (Tweets). Each game defines two or more
different teams. Before being able to play users have to register
to one of the teams. The actual number of different teams
depends on the specific game. The sample game presented
in section IV for example supports just two different teams.
Users can join teams at any time during the runtime of a
game. It is also possible to switch to another team later on.
But, in order to prevent cheating, a team memberships persist
for at least one round. In order to join a certain team in a
certain game, a user has to send a Twitter message with a join
command to the Twitter account of the game. Note, that each
game has an associated Twitter account and user commands
are sent as Twitter messages directed to this account using

Users send tweets to the game
Game commands

no

Fig. 1.

J[

Join messages

Game ended?

Basic Principle of TweetGame-based CoUaborative Games.

Twitter's @reply notation. A join message could for example
look like this: @samplegame join team_a. More details about
game commands will be described in section III. After joining
a game, a user is able to send game commands in order to
influence the game flow. Game c Olmnands again have to be
directed to the Twitter account of the game using the @reply
notation. As mentioned above TweetGames are round-based.
The length of a round is adjustable and application specific.
After each round the framework gathers all Tweets directed
to the game's account during the last time slot. Thereupon
these Tweets are analyzed and the resulting game actions are
calculated and performed. How the collective game commands
of a team are merged to one team action depends on the
concrete implementation of each game. The sample application
presented in this paper for example just calculates the mean
value of all c Olmnands. But, of course more sophisticated
mappings of user conunands to team actions are realizable
as well. For example it could be required that the members of
a team did agree upon a game command in order to perform
an action at all.
After each round, the framework checks whether the game
is over or not. In case the game is over a new instance is
started, otherwise the next round begins. The criterion for the
decision when a game is over is application specific. The game
developers can e.g. define a maximum number of rounds or
any other criterion for the end of a game (e.g. one of the teams
has reached a certain amount of points).
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Having presented the basic idea of collaborative Twitter
games the following sections presents the details of the Tweet
Game framework. Afterwards Section IV describes a sample
application developed based on this framework.
III. THE T W E E T G AME FRAMEWORK
This section presents the TweetGame framework a frame
work developed for the realization of Twitter-based collabora
tive social online games as described above. This framework
basically consists of two components: a) A Java-based appli
cation server that hosts the game and represents the back-end
of the architecture. b) A HTML 5 and JavaScript based front
end displaying the game state on a website. The framework is
built entirely around Twitter in terms of using the microblog
ging service as central conununication channel. Configuration
commands as well as user commands are sent via Twitter.
Moreover the communication between the application's back
end and front-end is based on Twitter messages.
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state, the front-end that visualizes the progress of the game as
well as users and administrators that interact with the game
via Twitter messages. Users participate in the game by send
ing game commands via Tweets. The back-end periodically
(always at the end of a game round) fetches these Tweets
and calculates the resulting game actions. These are thereupon
published by sending a public Tweet describing the game
action from the game's Twitter account. The front-end gathers
these game action Tweets and visualizes the game actions.
One interesting feature of the framework is the fact, that
administration and configuration of the game can be done
via Twitter as well. For this purpose for each game one or
multiple dedicated administrator Twitter accounts are regis
tered. Administrators are able to configure a game by sending
private messages containing administration commands from
an administrator account to the game's Twitter account. The
back-end gathers these Tweets and performs the corresponding
configurations. This feature allows administrators to access
and administrate the server easily every time and everywhere
just by sending a private Twitter message. The security of this
approach is given by the fact that private messages are not
readable for a third party and Tweets are sent over a secure
https channel. Since only registered Twitter accounts from
administrators are authorized to send configuration messages,
the security of the system is inherently given by the security
level provided by Twitter. By this means our framework
automatically profits from Twitter's security measurements.
An important feature of our framework is the fact that
the application server hosting a game does not necessarily
require a public IP address, because the entire communication
with the application server is based on Twitter messages.
The application server on the one hand gathers Tweets from
administrators as well as users and on the other hand sends
Tweets in order to publish the resulting game actions.
The details of the back-end as well as the front-end of the
TweetGame framework will be highlighted in the subsequent
paragraphs.
a) Back-End: The back-end of our architecture is respon
sible for managing the game state and for realizing the game
logic. It has to fetch and evaluate the user commands and
triggers the corresponding game actions. For this purpose our
framework provides a Java-based application server that hosts
TweetGames and provides the basic functionality for the devel
opment of the back-end component. While the implementation
of the actual game logic obviously is part of each concrete
game realization, the framework provides means for handling
the Twitter messages, managing user groups, connecting to
the game's front-end as well as application configuration. The
application server framework basically provides the following
components to application developers:
•

Components of the TweetGame Framework.

Figure 2 shows the components of the TweetGame frame
work and how they interact. The basic components are the
back-end that realizes the game logic and manages the game

•

Application Manager: The application manager is a con
tainer for the execution of TweetGames. The manager is
responsible for hosting the applications (games) running
on a server and provides facilities to execute, start, stop
and pause the applications.
Applications The application component represents one
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•

dedicated Twitter game, it contains the game logic and
manages the game state. Each TweetGame has a related
Twitter account that is used for the entire communication
with the game. Moreover one or multiple Twitter accounts
are registered as administrator accounts. The administra
tor accounts can be used by application administrators
to send private configuration commands to the game
account in order to administrate the game. A TweetGame
developer basically has to extend the Application
base class in order to implement its own application. The
base class already provides the fundamental functionality
and common user commands. Game specific behavior and
conunands have to be added by the game developers.
More details about game conunands will be discussed
below.
Groups As described above groups and teams respec
tively are a central concept of the TweetGame frame
work. The idea behind the collaborative Twitter games
is that users do not act as individual game entities but
rather as groups whose game actions emerge from the
collective behavior of the members. For this purpose the
game framework already provides extensive group and
user management facilities. The group component of the
framework allows to create and remove groups as well as
to handle registered users and their group memberships.

As mentioned above, the entire communication within our
framework is based on Twitter. We distinguish the following
types of commands that can be sent as Tweets: (a) game
commands, (b) admin conunands and (c) game actions. These
commands will be described in detail in the following:
•

Game commands are directed from
the users towards the back-end in order to interact with
the game. At the end of a game round the application
server gathers these messages and calculates the resulting
game actions. The framework provides two different
game modes in order to support different game concepts.
It is configurable whether game commands have to be
sent via public Tweets or via private Twitter messages.
This is important since some game concepts may require
users to see the commands of their teammates while
it may not be desired for other games. Since game
commands are application specific each game developed
on top of our framework has to define its own game
conunands along with the c Olmnand syntax. A game
conunand basically exists of a keyword specifying the
game action along with an argument list of arbitrary
length: keyword argument_l ... argument_no
An example for a game command is the throw command
defined by the sample application presented in Section
IV. The framework supports the developer in the creation
of new game c Olmnands by fetching the game command
Tweets and by providing a parser that extracts the key
word as well as the argument list and calls a handler
method that has been registered for a given c Olmnand.
While most game commands are application specific
Game Commands:

and hence have to be implemented by the application
developer, the following two commands are C Olmnon
for all applications. For this reason these are already
implemented by the framework:

join team_name: Joins a user to the given team
in the game that receives this message. Of course the
command is only executed if the given team exists
in this game.
chteam team_name: Moves a user that has al
ready been registered to a game into the given team.
Note, that team memberships persist for at least one
round in order to prevent cheating.

•

Admin Commands: Admin commands are sent by a
game administrator in order to configure the games
running on a TweetGame application server. As already
mentioned, admin commands are only accepted from reg
istered administrator accounts. Since many configuration
conunands are required for all games the GameTweet
framework already defines and implements the most
common admin commands. Of course it is possible for
each game to define additional game specific admin
commands. Here two different kinds of administrator
conunands need to distinguished: a) c Olmnands dedicated
to an application server in order to administrate the entire
server and b) commands dedicated to a specific game
running on an application server. In order to handle
the application server specific administration Tweets an
application server has its own Twitter account. The ap
plication server specific administration conunands already
implemented by the framework are the following:

aistart game_name: Starts a new instance of
the game with the given name. Note that the ap
plication with the given name needs to be present
on the application server to execute this command
successfully.
aipause game_name: Pauses the game with the
given name. This c Olmnand just disables the game
but does not delete the game instance hence the entire
game state still exists. For this reason it is possible
to continue the game later on using the following
command.
airesume game_name: Resumes the given game
if it has been paused before.
airestart: Restarts the instance of the game with
the given name. This commands deletes the old game
state and starts a whole new instance of the game.
aistop game_name: Stops the game with the
given name. In contrast to the pause command this
command deletes the game instance and with it the
game state. Resuming a game is not possible after
executing this command.

Of course it is possible to extend the framework in order
to add further application server admin commands. Ad
ditionally the following game specific admin commands
are already implemented by the TweetGame framework:
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aitslot duration: Using this command it is
possible to set the duration of a game round in the
game that receives the message to the given value.
gradd group_name: Creates a new group with
the given name in the game with that receives the
message.
grdel game_name group_name: Deletes the
group with the given name from the game that
receives the message.
•

Game Actions: At the end of a game round, all game
conunands of the users are fetched and the resulting game
actions as well as game state changes are calculated. The
resulting game actions are thereupon publish by sending
a Tweet via the game's Twitter account. This Tweet
contains the c Olmnand corresponding to the game action
along with an arbitrary number of conunand arguments.
Obviously the game action commands are application
specific and have to be implemented by game developers.
The front-end needs to be able to parse these commands
and to visualize them in an appropriate manner. While
the front-end just visualizes the game actions the game
state is managed solely by the back-end.

b) Front-End: In addition to the application server which
represents the back-end of the TweetGame framework, a
front-end visualizing the game state and the game actions
is required. The main task of the front-end is to fetch the
Tweets with the game commands and to visualize the progress
of the game. While the front-end can be realized with ar
bitrary technologies, the visualization for the Gorillas game
is based on HTML5 and J avaScript. As described above the
back-end publishes game actions by sending public Tweets
from the game's Twitter account. The front-end gathers these
commands using a JavaScript and visualizes the game actions
on a HT ML5 Website.
Our framework provides a weak coupling between game
logic and game visualization which has several advantages.
At first it is easily possible to provide multiple visualizations
for a game by just implementing different websites displaying
the game. This allows for example TweetGame mashups by
seamless integrating games into arbitrary websites. Moreover it
is possible to create front-ends based on different technologies
and for different devices as well as platforms. It is for
example possible to realize a Flash- or a Silverlight-based
game front-end. Mobile devices can be supported natively
by implementing Android or iDS applications visualizing the
game state. It would also be possible to integrate Twitter
into the front-end application in order to improve the user
experience by providing a integrated user interface. The game
front-end could even hide the Twitter communication from
the user by providing intuitive game interaction facilities
and automatically generating and sending the corresponding
Twitter messages. In summary the weak coupling between
back-end and front-end provides extensive opportunities to
customize the front-end as desired.

part application specific our framework provides JavaScript
based facilities to connect to a Twitter account and to gather
the game actions periodically. Handling and visualizing the
game action appropriately is then part of each individual
implementation.
IV. SAMPLE ApPLICATION
In order to show the usability of the developed framework
and to prove the viability of the concept of Twitter-based
collaborative social online games, we have developed a sample
application named Gorillas4. This game follows the model
of the traditional Gorillas video game from 1991. Figure 3
show a screenshot of the game's website. The basic idea of
the game is simple. Two teams each represented by a gorilla
throw bananas onto each other in a round-based game. For
this purpose two parameters need to be determined: The angle
of the throw as well as the power of the throw. The Gorilla
that first hits its opponent three times with the banana wins
the game. While the traditional video game is played by two
individual players, our TweetGame-based version of the game
features two competing teams. The angle and the power of the
actual throws is determined by the mean value of all individual
estimations.
Users that have registered to one of the teams by send
ing a join command are able to participate in the game
by sending throw messages to the game's Twitter account
as follows: @PlayGorillas throw power_value angle_value,
while power _value and angle_value are the parameters for
the power and the angle of the throw chosen by the user.
At the end of a time slot the framework fetches all Tweets
sent during the last round and calculates the resulting game
actions. The game actions are thereupon published by sending
a Twitter message from the game's Twitter account similar
to the following one: Kiki on the right throws banana with
power: 209 and with angle: 49. The website-based front-end
gathers these message and displays the throws on the website.
A game is over as soon as one of the teams has three strikes.
V. SCIE N T IFIC ApPLICATION
This section discusses the usability of the TweetGame
framework in the field of complex social network science.
As mentioned above, the intention of our concept is not just
to provide a novel kind of online games, the framework can
rather be utilized by complex social network researchers in
order to study collective phenomenas and social dynamics.
To utilize our framework for this purpose it supports two
different game modes: a) Game commands are send as public
Tweets which enables users to see the game commands of their
teammates. b) Game commands are sent as private messages
and are not visible for teammates. The availability of these
two modes does not only allow different game scenarios, it
is especially important for the execution of certain empirical
studies, because it allows to execute the same experiments
once with mutual awareness of the teammates actions and

While the implementation of the front-end is for the most

4http://mocca.uni.lulgorillas
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and involve user interaction these can not be compared to
our approach since these games for the most part just realize
traditional online game principles and do not consider the
collective behavior of user groups.
Closer to our approach are games that have been developed
based on the microblogging service Twitter. These games
also utilize the idea of interacting with the game via Twitter
messages, but also feature a traditional online game scheme
where users act as individuals on their own behalf. Most
of these games are quiz games where users have to answer
questions via Tweets, examples are BeatMyTweet5, @Libs6,
Twitbrain7, twivia8 or WhoseTweet9• Other populare Twitter
based games are TweetbomblO, Artwiculate" or Tweetfight12 .
While the idea behind our approach is to utilize online
games in order to study the collective behavior and social
dynamics of the users, there are other approaches that utilize
online games in order to have certain task solved by the
collective effort of the game users. One popular example is
described in [13]. Here a online game has been utilized in
order to find the optimal molecular structure of a certain
enzyme, a problem that is hard to solve by computers. Another
example is the ESP Game, a collaborative game that is used
to label images with keywords.

�bout

Game

Visit the factbook page:

II

How to play
I) You must be logged in to Twitter.

2) Choose a team - left is Coco, right is Kili.

3) loin the game by tweeting: @PlayGorilIasplayGorilIasCorotKiki

4) Shoot the opponent by t\veeting: @PLayGorilIas throw speed_\-aIDe angle_\--aIDe

VII. CONCLUSION
Fig. 3.

Screenshot of the Gorillas sample game.

once without in order to compare the results and to measure
the impact of social influence. This is for example interesting
to study the wisdom of crowd effect [7], [21] as it has been
done in [14]. The wisdom of crowds effect refers to the
phenomenon that the average estimation of a group often is
more accurate than the estimations of individuals. But in [14]
it has been shown, that social influence in terms of knowing
the guesses of the other group members, reduces the accuracy
significantly. The reason is that social influence causes humans
to adjust their opinion to those of others [3], [4], [17], [2].
This in turn influences the statistical aggregate and has a
negative effect on the wisdom of the crowd. Utilizing the two
modes provided by the TweetGame framework it is possible to
accomplish such experiments on a large scale. It is in fact our
intention to reproduce this experiment based on the Gorillas
game presented in the previous section. While this is just one
example for the applicability of our framework it is possible
to utilize TweetGames for numerous studies in this field (e.g.:
[24], [20], [9], [8]). The huge user base of a popular service
like Twitter provides the opportunity to conduct such studies
on a large scale with a meaningful number of participants.

This paper presented the concept of collaborative social on
line games. This idea has been realized as proof of concpet on
top of the microblogging service Twitter. The basic idea is to
provide round-based online games where users can participate
just by sending Twitter messages containing game c Olmnands.
The essential difference to traditional online games is the fact
that users do not act as individual game entities, rather the
game events are controlled by the emergent behavior of all
users belonging to the same team. In addition to introducing
this game concept the paper presents the TweetGame frame
work, a Java-based framework for the development of such
collaborative online games. The framework offers the basic
functionality required for the development of TweetGames,
like providing an application container to host the games,
fetching and processing Tweets, managing Groups and so on.
Utilizing this framework TweetGame developers can focus on
the implementation of the actual game logic. Based on this
framework we developed a sample application, the so-called
Gorillas game as proof of concept.
In addition to defining an interesting new kind of applica
tions for microblogging services and social network platforms
our concept allows researchers in the field of complex social
network to study emergent behavior and social dynamics in

VI. RELAT ED WORK
Gaming in general is a very popular application provided
by social network platforms. Especially Facebook provides
numerous online games from various game genres like Online
Role Playing Games, Strategy Games, Simulations and so on.
Though these games are played on a social network platform

5http://www.officeevil.com!beat-my-tweeU
6http://atlibs.com/
7http://ajaxorized.comltwitbrain/
8http://www.timdorr.com/twivial
9http://www.whosetweet.com/
IOhttp://tweetbomb.wordpress.com/
Ilhttp://artwiculate.com/
12http://www.tweefight.coml
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large social networks. The paper also described a Tweet-based
application configuration mechanism. This approach is not
limited to our scenario but rather may be applicable in other
scenarios as well in order to provide a convenient way of
Twitter-based administration.
As future work it is intended to perform experiments on
collective user behavior and social dynamics based on the
TweetGame framework. As a first step it is planed to reproduce
the results from the studies about the social influence on the
wisdom of crowd effect presented in [14]. As described above,
our framework provides all required means for the execution
of such experiments. While the original study has been done
with a rather small group of just 144 test persons the large
user base of the Twitter network provides the opportunity to
reproduce the study on a larger scale in order to provide more
meaningful results.
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